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Abstract 
In the last years, the use of Learning Analytics (LA) tools has been increasing to process the available 
information about students collected through different Learning Management Systems (LMS). In this 
study, we have analyzed the interactions in the educational scenario collected through Moodle 
(Modular Object Oriented Developmental Learning Environment), a leading open source LMS,  in 
order to provide a classification of students by using clustering techniques, to improve the learning 
process. Students online activities generate large quantities of data that before were wasted since no 
LA tools were available to process them. With the irruption of the big data techniques in the 
educational sector, a lot of information can be easily treated to extract behaviors of the students and 
classify them according to their profiles. 

These analyses define models of action that help both the in-service teacher and the new teacher who 
joins the department. In addition, detailed analysis of this information may help us in the study of a 
possible relationship between different indicators of use of these platforms and the performance of 
students, both generated throughout the learning process as those coming from summative 
evaluation. 

In this study, we provide the construction of a data analysis model facilitated by the Moodle platform, 
from the different interactions between the teacher, the student and the developed subject; so that, 
this information can be transformed into knowledge and their understanding can help to the 
improvement of teaching practice. In particular, it addresses the application of these models to the 
improvement of the students' learning strategies according to their typology. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The present approaches in the university environment, taking into account the incorporation of 
technologies, construct a scenario where the data coming from the interactions within the didactic 
triangle, teacher-student-teacher [1] have increased considerably both in numbers and in possibilities. 
This requires an intervention by teachers who can incorporate these data in order to improve their 
teaching practice and therefore, to increase favorable results in the significant learning of students for 
their incorporation into the working market. 

In particular, the Moodle virtual platform used in an appropriate way, provides data for each of the 
connections made by each of the users (both students and teacher). This technique can be classified 
in what has been called "Learning Analytics", a particular case of a wider area recently known as "Big 
Data" [2], although similar studies had been classified over the last 15 years under the name of 
“Educational Data Mining” (EDM). See [3] for a literature review on the application of big data in 
educational data mining and learning analytics. 

Universities all over the world have incorporated the use of Online Learning Environments (OLEs) in 
the face-to-face modality, but more studies are needed in order to measure the impact that the use of 
these platforms can have on performance and motivation for student learning. Therefore, it is intended 
to provide the analysis and construction of a particular model (initially, from a specific group of one of 
the faculties that are part of the Universidad Complutense de Madrid) as the seed of a more ambitious 
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project: the final goal is to develop indicators that can define general patterns that explain the learning 
processes by combining the classroom modalities complemented and enriched with the virtual tools. 

Another interesting point to highlight in this approach is the possibility of using the analysis of all the 
facts, both current and historical, for the realization of future predictions, so that we can propose a 
system of advice to students [4] to facilitate personalized learning. There exist several indicators 
already considered in the literature that could be incorporated into a model as explanatory of 
performance. Some examples are: Age, Sex, Repetition, Work situation, Typology of studies 
(general), Typology of the subject, Pedagogical training of the teacher, Duration of the course, 
Efficiency coefficient (credits approved on demand, such as in [5]), Performance of a subject and 
Performance of the course. However, instead of using these indicators, the purpose of this study is to 
use the information gathered in the Moodle platform on all the interactions that occurred during the 
course development to perform future predictions. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
It is common in the business environment to use data analysis systems to improve both internal 
management and the overall development of the company (what has been called business intelligence 
systems), but teachers are rarely provided with a system to analyze data of the students to make 
decisions about their teaching activity [6]. Therefore, from this work we want to facilitate the analysis of 
this information, making it comprehensible both for teachers in more technical areas and for those that 
are further away from statistical techniques and data analysis. We do it as follows: 

1 Selection of quantitative measures: measures that can be extracted either directly from Moodle 
registers (moment of connection, interaction time, type of interaction), or provided by the 
teacher (performance on the subjects) or constructed from the previous ones (frequency of 
connections, number of interactions). 

2 Selection of qualitative measures: assessment of the virtual classroom, teacher training, 
typology of the subject materials, form of teacher management, place of student connection 
(inside or outside university). 

3 Obtaining the data and building the corresponding databases. The data is obtained from the 
Moodle registration system and through requests to the teacher in charge of the course. These 
"raw" data must be treated with statistical software for its purification, transformation and 
grouping in databases that can be directly analyzable. 

4 Model construction: a model will be created that allows a simple interpretation of the data. In 
this way, we will be able to have the relevant data in a single repository to which the teacher 
can turn as a source of information for the decision making of her/his practice. "Big data" or 
“Educational Data Mining” techniques will be applied, mainly in the classification-grouping area 
for the search of student typologies. In particular, cluster analysis techniques will be considered 
as, for example, in [7]. 

5 Application of the model. Once the model has been defined, the types of students have been 
identified and the actions to be taken (both by the teacher and by the students) according to the 
typology have been performed, one last but not least relevant objective is the measurement of 
academic performance of the students in the groups that have followed this methodology. The 
hypothesis to be tested regards whether there has been an improvement in academic 
performance or not. For this, a statistical comparison will be established with control groups 
where the model has not been applied. 

The proposed methodology corresponds to a quasi-experimental design, characterized by the fact 
that, even though it is not based on true experiments, it provides a reasonable control over most of the 
sources of disability and outperforms the use of pre-experimental designs. Furthermore, this 
methodology uses groups of subjects selected non-randomly beforehand. 

3 RESULTS 
The Moodle logs provide, in general, the following information for each user interaction with the 
system: date and time of the connection; affected user; context, name and description of the event; IP 
address used to access the system. These logs can be downloaded from the university web site by 
the teacher(s) of the course being considered. 
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Our case study is based on the information obtained from one group of a third year course from a 
degree of Universidad Complutense de Madrid. The considered group contained 57 students and 
provided us with a Moodle activity log file with 14624 records. In what follows we will present first a 
descriptive analysis, focus on visualization, of the data and then a cluster analysis of these data. 

3.1 Descriptive analysis 
The activity of the course under study was performed between September 5th and December 22nd, 
2016 and the final exam took place at the end of January 2017. 

Fig. 1 depicts the total number of Moodle interactions of the teacher (left-hand-side bar) and all the 
students considered together (right-hand-side bar) during the course. It can be observed how the 
interactions coming from the students represent more than 80% of the total number of interactions. 

 
Figure 1. Total number of interactions with the system per month. 

In Fig. 2 we analyze the evolution of the amount of interactions of the teacher and the students as long 
as the course progresses, by considering the proportion of interactions observed in each group during 
the months between September 2016 and January 2017. We see how most of the connections of the 
students take place in December, at the end of the teaching period and just before the final exam, but 
they drop in January; however, the teacher seems to interact with the system more often in January, 
most likely to deal with the course grades and other issues related to the evaluation. At the beginning 
of the course, in September and October, the proportion of interactions looks similar for both. 

 
Figure 2. Proportion of teacher and students interactions per month 

The percentage of connections per week day is depicted in Fig. 3. To interpret these results correctly, 
it is important to note that the lessons used to take place on Thursdays and Fridays. This fact explains 
why both the students and the teacher tended to interact more with the system during the two days 
before the lessons, especially the teacher, with nearly half of her interactions on Wednesdays. It is 
also interesting to observe how the teacher rests during the weekend, but the students keep working, 
even though the number of connections drops significantly also among them on Saturdays and 
Sundays. 
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Figure 3. Percentage of teacher and students interactions per week day 

To get into a higher detail level, Fig. 4 shows the total number of interactions for each 1-hour slot and 
each week day. We observe a significant amount of connections during the teaching hours 
(highlighted in red), particularly on Thursdays, and also on Tuesdays between 11:00 and 14:00. The 
latter is due to a break the students had in their schedules exactly in that slot, which many students 
tried to make the most of. 

 
Figure 4. Total number of interactions per hour  

Note that Fig. 4 aggregated the information from the teacher and the students. In order to analyze if 
there is any significant difference between the behavior of the teacher and the students regarding the 
time of the day, Fig. 5 presents the proportion of teacher and students interactions for each 1-hour slot 
(now, for simplicity, the data of all week days are aggregated). It is interesting to see how the teacher 
works mostly between 9 and 15, with a small pick between 19 and 22, while the students seem to 
have a more uniform working habit, expanded more evenly between 9 and 23 (together with a few 
late-night connections up to 3 am). 

 
Figure 5. Proportion of teacher and students interactions per hour 

Hours M Tu W Th F Sa Su Total	  
0 12 45 51 64 28 8 18 226
1 21 21 50 19 27 17 12 167
2 25 33 8 24 16 6 112
3 9 3 8 4 24
4 2 1 3
5 1 3 4
6 10 2 12
7 5 3 8
8 1 2 11 16 14 1 45
9 71 16 95 96 80 25 12 395
10 193 150 252 307 130 61 16 1109
11 227 669 97 197 168 76 33 1467
12 81 569 330 330 199 84 60 1653
13 48 235 393 129 126 52 81 1064
14 62 86 351 53 71 34 40 697
15 83 74 179 69 71 24 39 539
16 74 229 202 195 239 76 58 1073
17 136 282 189 161 108 29 50 955
18 176 337 219 221 66 69 150 1238
19 184 347 199 109 85 42 130 1096
20 169 233 335 165 68 52 43 1065
21 90 125 425 53 109 28 41 871
22 96 112 262 33 19 9 41 572
23 72 136 230 65 59 14 58 634
Total 1826 3690 3909 2292 1692 728 892 15029
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3.2 Cluster analysis 
After the descriptive analysis presented in the previous section, we performed a cluster analysis of the 
data, aimed at identifying student groups that may have a different behavior regarding their use of the 
online platform. This analysis has been performed using SPSS software.  

In particular, the following variables have been used: 

- 7 variables collecting the number of connections per day of the week (from Monday to Sunday); 

- 4 variables collecting the number of connections per type of activity.  For this purpose, we have 
classified the student interactions with the system in 4 types: “grades” (the student accesses the 
system to check grades uploaded by the teacher), “recipient” (the student downloads or consults some 
course material), “active” (the student uploads some material or takes the initiative to do something) 
and “collaborative” (the student interacts with other users in a collaborative way, such as participating 
in discussion forums). 

Following the discussion in [8], we have used the squared Euclidean distance as the measure of 
proximity between individuals and a hierarchical algorithm based on the average linkage as a criterion 
to obtain distances between clusters. This cluster analysis proposed the existence of three student 
groups, which we labeled as 1 (green), 2 (red) and 3 (blue). Next, in Figs. 6-8 we will try to analyze the 
characteristics of these three groups. 

 
Figure 6. Average number of student interactions of each student group for each week day  

Fig. 6 depicts the average number of interactions with the system of each student group for each week 
day. The shape of the three lines along the week days (horizontal axis) looks quite similar, but it 
seems clear that the students of group1 are the most active ones, while the ones coming from group 2 
interact very rarely with the system.  

 
Figure 7. Amount of interactions, according to its type, of each student group 

Note that the data used in Fig. 6 do not distinguish between different types of interactions with the 
system, which could also relate to how active the student really is. That motivates the introduction of 
the second block of variables, as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Again, for all interaction types, students from group 1 provide the highest number of connections and 
students from group 2 the lowest. However, even though the largest differences correspond to the 
“recipient” type, it is important to highlight as well the different behavior regarding the “collaborative” 
activities, in which group 1 students clearly lead the number of interactions as well. 

 
Figure 8. Average grades for each student group on several evaluation tests 

The data shown in Figs. 6 and 7 was aimed at relating the student groups with their behavior when 
interacting with the system, which corresponds to the information originally used to create the clusters. 
As a consequence, it was natural to obtain different profiles of behavior of the three groups of students 
related to these variables. However, our goal is to try to use these clusters as predictors of student 
performance, i.e. use the profile of the students regarding their use of the online system to predict their 
future performance. To get an initial idea of whether this could be possible or not, Fig. 8 depicts the 
average grades of each student group in three different evaluation tests performed during the course: 
one in which the students could use the course notes to complete the test (“with notes”), another one 
the students had to perform without being allowed to consult the course notes (“no notes”), and the 
final exam (“exam”). Not surprisingly, the students from group 2, who showed the lowest interaction 
figures, are also the ones with the lowest average grades in all three tests, which seems to suggest 
that anticipating their poor performance, in general, could be possible. However, the results regarding 
groups 1 and 3 are somehow curious. Even though both groups obtain similar average grades in the 
final exam with different levels of system interaction, it seems that students from group 1 are better in 
“with notes” tests, while the ones from group 3 are better in “no notes” tests. This could be suggesting 
that the former are more used to working with the course material and are more active regarding the 
interaction with the system, while the latter are able to perform better without the aid of the class 
material and thus they do not interact so much with the system. Even though these results regard only 
one course and thus they are quite limited, this is an interesting insight that shows the high inherent 
complexity of modelling the relationship between all the variables considered in this analysis.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we present the general methodology for obtaining and analyzing data from interactions in 
the educational scenario, collected from the Moodle platform. The objective is the construction of 
models that can lead to an improvement in the teaching process. We present a descriptive analysis, 
focused on visualization, of the data, and then a cluster analysis aimed at detecting student typologies 
and providing recommendations based on them, both for the teacher and for the students. Although 
the data analyzed in this work only correspond to a specific group of one of the faculties that are part 
of Universidad Complutense de Madrid, the intention is to perform the analysis with a more extensive 
data set and to develop indicators that can define general patterns that explain the learning processes 
by combining the classroom modalities complemented and enriched with the virtual tools. 
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